
HOW TO WRITE AN END OF TOUR AWARD NAVY

Navy Achievement and Commendation Medal Citation Examples PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT IN THE
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES WHILE.

Admirals never walk alone, especially outside. He wrote two suicide notes, one for the Navy and one for his
wife, but neither have been released. Admiral Boorda was also well-known for another habit: handing out
medals on the spot. If you have a medal package or citation you would like to contribute, please email admin
navywriter. Nearly every award was presented upon the completion of a tour of duty, and certain jobs had an
expected award attached. In the Navy there are many types of awards, from medals and ribbons to letters of
commendation and appreciation. One award I prize is the Navy Good Conduct Medal, signifying my years of
enlisted service, and one of the more unusual is the NATO Medal, which I received twice: once for while
serving in USS Arleigh Burke DDG 51 while enforcing the no-fly zone over Bosnia and again later at Task
Force 63 while providing logistic support to the multi-national force of ships performing the same mission. No
one on the waterfront gave the ship in question a chance at passing, but Chief Nick, as we called him, lived
onboard for a month, training the crew and going through their records until the program was spotless. It
demonstrates that you're taking care of your troops. A successful tour as the commanding officer of a
destroyer or frigate resulted in a Meritorious Service Medal, while a department head on the same ship
received a Navy Commendation Medal. As an admiral he took the time to talk to Sailors wherever he was,
often not standing on ceremony by seeking them out in their work spaces. The award shall be presented for
meritorious service or achievement in combat or non-combat circumstances based on sustained performance
or specific achievement of a superlative nature, and shall be of such merit as to warrant more recognition than
is possible by a fitness report or performance evaluation, but which is not significant enough to justify a Navy
and Marine Corps Commendation Medal or higher. The judicious award of medals is good for morale all
around. Leadership Achievement that merit the NA must: a Be noteworthy b Be sustained so as to demonstrate
a high state of development or, if for a specific achievement, be of such merit as to earn singular recognition
for the act, and c Reflect most creditably on the efforts of the individual toward the accomplishment of the unit
mission. Napoleon is famously quoted as saying he could get men to do anything for a piece of colorful
ribbon, and I saw the truth in that many times. Atlantic Fleet. And finally, the Commander is happy. The Air
Medal is the more appropriate recognition for meritorious achievement while participating in aerial flight. The
"V" device may only be worn if specifically authorized in the citation. Twice I was put in for a higher award,
the Meritorious Service Medal, but both times the recommendations were downgraded to Navy
Commendation Medals instead. See the links to the right for information on specific medals. The Navy and
Marine Corps Achievement Medal will not be awarded for service involving participation in aerial flight after
1 January  The process is the same for everyone and consists of a few simple steps which are outlined in the
applicable reg. In addition to personal recognition, awards became a very important ingredient in officer
promotions and enlisted advancement.


